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CONSISTENCY AND EQUALITY:
A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING THE “COMBAT
ACTIVITIES EXCLUSION” OF THE FOREIGN CLAIMS ACT
MAJOR MICHAEL D. JONES∗
I. Introduction
You are a member of a three-person Foreign Claims Commission
(FCC) responsible for investigating and reviewing foreign claims
submitted in the Multinational Division Central-South area of operations.
As you begin reviewing the large stack of recently-submitted foreign
claims, you come across a claim related to an incident that occurred in
the vicinity of Masayyib, Iraq.1 The claimant alleges that his brother and
sister-in-law were killed, and two other family members were injured, by
U.S. Soldiers while driving near Masayyib. The claims packet includes
numerous documents including medical treatment records, statements
from the claimant, a claims card with the unit’s contact information, and
photographs of the bodies. The claimant demands payment in the sum of
$30,000. A review of available statements and associated reports
establishes that a force escalation (FE) incident had occurred at a traffic
control point southwest of Musayyib on Route Wichita. According to
the report and statements from members of the unit concerned, the traffic
control point was properly established under the unit standard operating
procedures. Warning signs were in place and the Soldiers were trained
∗
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This scenario is based on Foreign Claim 05-IF9-T-022–20 (Apr. 2006), available at
http://www.aclu.org/natsec/foia/pdf/Army0366_0370.pdf [hereinafter Foreign Claim 05IF9-T-022–20]. The American Civil Liberties Union submitted a Freedom of
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on FE procedures. The Soldiers manning the traffic control point
followed established procedures when a civilian vehicle approached and
failed to stop. The Soldiers attempted to stop the vehicle using handand-arm signals, verbal commands, warning lights, and warning shots.
When the vehicle continued to approach, the patrol fired at the vehicle
with two M249 Squad Automatic Weapons (SAW). The vehicle was
immediately disabled and rolled to a stop at the side of the road
approximately 150 meters away from the entry of the traffic control
point. The Soldiers also reported that the driver appeared to be slumped
over the steering wheel of the vehicle and did not appear to be moving.
For some inexplicable reason, the Soldiers proceeded to re-engage the
vehicle firing approximately 200 additional rounds into the car. The two
front passengers, Mr. A and Mrs. A died of gunshot injuries at the scene.
Two of the rear passengers, Mr. B and Mrs. B, were severely wounded.
The Soldiers immediately transported Mr. B and Mrs. B from the traffic
control point to the nearest hospital. During the convoy to the hospital,
the Soldiers accidentally crashed into a white sedan parked on the side of
the road, severely damaging the passenger door (the sedan owner also
filed a claim).
As the FCC tasked with adjudicating this claim, you immediately
recognize that portions of this claim may be payable, while other
portions of this claim will likely be excluded as combat under the combat
exclusion of the Foreign Claims Act. After looking for guidance, you
realize that while Army Regulations provide some examples of combat
and non-combat activities, there is no methodology you can use to
reliably and accurately apply the combat exclusion. In fact, varying
interpretations of the applicable authority could result in significantly
different results when this claim is adjudicated. You recognize that a
framework for analyzing claims involving combat is necessary to ensure
that the combat exclusion is being applied with consistency and equality
throughout the theater of operations.
Unfortunately, claims such as this are all too common in Iraq and
Afghanistan.2 Claims resulting from FE incidents at traffic control points

2

This observation is based on the author’s personal experiences as the Chief of Client
Services for the Multi-National Corps–Iraq, Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA),
at Camp Victory, Iraq, in 2006 [hereinafter Author’s Personal Experience]. As the Chief
of Client Services, the author was responsible for adjudicating foreign claims as part of a
three member Foreign Claims Commission.
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and during convoy operations are especially frequent.3 Soldiers are often
placed in difficult situations where they must quickly decide whether or
not to engage a target that may or may not be hostile. The resulting
claims are also difficult to analyze and adjudicate.4 The facts are often
confusing, witness statements are generally scarce, evidence is limited,
and the desire to compensate seemingly innocent claimants is
overwhelming.5 A review of claims submitted in Iraq that involve
similar facts to the ones described above reveal that FCCs have provided
compensation to claimants in some cases.6 However, numerous other
FCCs have denied claims that contain almost the same factual
circumstances.7 This disparity reveals a problem with the way FCCs
analyze and adjudicate foreign claims.
The Foreign Claims Act’s (FCA) stated purpose is to promote and
maintain friendly relations through the prompt settlement of meritorious
claims.8 However, the FCA specifically bars payment of claims that
result directly or indirectly from acts of the Armed Forces of the United
States in combat.9 This provision is commonly referred to as the
“combat exclusion,” and it continues to be a source of confusion and
controversy for many deployed judge advocates.10 In order to have an
effective foreign claims program, FCCs must analyze claims in a way
that results in consistent and accurate application of the combat
exclusion.
This article proposes a framework for analyzing claims that may
involve the combat exclusion to achieve an effective foreign claims
program. The article first examines the FCA’s provisions on the combat
exclusion. Next, it addresses how the combat exclusion is applied by
FCCs in Iraq and Afghanistan, identifying problems that result from the
way that the combat exclusion is currently applied. Next, it examines the
legal authority relating to the combat exclusion. Finally, it proposes a
model framework to assist with the analysis of foreign claims that
3

See Documents received from the Department of the Defense in response to ACLU
Freedom of Information Act Request, http://www.aclu.org/natsec/foia/log.html (last
visited Dec. 21, 2008) [hereinafter ACLU Claims Database].
4
Author’s Personal Experience, supra note 2.
5
Id.
6
See ACLU Claims Database, supra note 3.
7
See id.
8
10 U.S.C. § 2734 (2006).
9
Id.
10
Author’s Personal Experience, supra note 2.
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involve combat. While this framework complies with legal authorities, it
also addresses problems that were identified during studies of FCC
decision-making processes. Ultimately, the framework, which is visually
summarized in a figure with four decision-making considerations, will
provide judge advocates with a method of analysis that minimizes the
problems associated with the combat exclusion, thereby increasing the
effectiveness of the foreign claims program.

II. The Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP) and
Solatia
Although there are programs, such as CERP and solatia, which may
provide monetary payment for losses suffered by third-country nationals,
this article focuses on the requirements of the Foreign Claims Act. The
CERP is the result of an effort to provide commanders in Iraq with a
stabilization tool for the benefit of the Iraqi people.11 The CERP money
originally came from stockpiles of cash maintained by the Ba’ath Party
discovered by U.S. Soldiers.12 During the early stages of Operation Iraqi
Freedom, Soldiers of the 3d Infantry Division found more than a hundred
aluminum boxes containing about $650 million in the residential cottages
of Ba’ath Party officials.13 When the initial stockpiles of seized cash ran
out, Congress authorized the use of appropriated funds to continue the
CERP in Iraq and Afghanistan.14 The inherent flexibility of the CERP
has allowed commanders, often through their assigned judge advocates,
to provide financial compensation to claimants whose claims would
otherwise be excluded due to combat activity.15
Despite the apparent effectiveness of CERP, it is not a substitute for
the FCA, nor should it be relied upon as a way to circumvent the FCA’s
combat exclusion. First, CERP is not designed to fully compensate for
losses. The CERP condolence payments are simply an expression of

11

Colonel Mark Martins, No Small Change of Soldiering: The Commander’s Emergency
Response Program (CERP) in Iraq and Afghanistan, ARMY LAW., Feb. 2004, at 1, 3.
12
Id.
13
David Zucchino, Troops Find Baghdad Stash: $650 Million—Little-Noticed Cottages
Hold Boxes of Cash, S.F. CHRON, Apr. 19, 2003, at A-10.
14
Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense and for the Reconstruction
of Iraq and Afghanistan, 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-106, § 1110, 117 Stat. 1209, 1215 (2003).
15
Martins, supra note 11, at 18.
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sympathy,16 limited in amount, usually by standard operating
procedures.17 Generally, a CERP condolence payment for a death is
capped at $2,500.18 Compensation for a wrongful death under the FCA
would likely be much higher because of the authority to settle claims for
higher amounts and because payments are designed to compensate the
claimant in accordance with local law or custom.19 Second, CERP is a
relatively new creation and has only been authorized for use in Iraq and
Afghanistan.20 It is unclear if the CERP will be available in future
conflicts. Because of the uncertain future of CERP and the financial
limits placed on CERP condolence payments, it is important to maximize
the use of the FCA and ensure that it is used to its full potential.
In addition to foreign claims and CERP, solatia payments may also
be available as a form of compensation. Solatia payments provide funds
to victims and family members who suffer injury, loss or damage.21 An
offering of Solatia conveys personal feelings of sympathy or condolence
toward the victim or the victim’s family.22 While such feelings do not
necessarily arise from legal responsibility, payments are intended to
express remorse.23 Solatia payments are made from the unit’s operation
and maintenance funds pursuant to directives established by the
appropriate commander for the area concerned.24 Although solatia
programs are usually administered under the supervision of a command
claims service, they are essentially a theater command function, whose
propriety is based on a local finding that solatia payments are consistent
with prevailing customs.25 Accordingly, use of solatia payments is
limited only to those areas where local custom allows for its
implementation.26

16

MULTI-NATIONAL CORPS–IRAQ, MONEY AS A WEAPON SYSTEM, at C-15 (1 June 2007)
[hereinafter MAAWS].
17
Id.
18
Id.
19
U.S. DEP’T OF ARMY, REG. 27-20, CLAIMS paras. 10-5, 10-9 (8 Feb. 2008) [hereinafter
AR 27-20].
20
See Martins, supra note 12, at 9, 10.
21
U.S. DEP’T OF ARMY, PAM. 27-162, CLAIMS PROCEDURES para. 10-10 (21 Mar. 2008)
[hereinafter DA PAM. 27-162].
22
Id.
23
Id.
24
Id. Solatia funds are not disbursed from claims allocations. Id.
25
Id.
26
Id.
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III. Introduction to Foreign Claims
A. History and Implementation of the Foreign Claims Act
On 1 July 1941, U.S. Marines were deployed to Iceland, after a
formal invitation, in response to Nazi aggression in Europe.27 Shortly
after the deployment, the Secretary of the Navy petitioned Congress for a
statutory waiver of sovereign immunity and a mechanism for the
payment of claims that resulted from damages caused by U.S. forces.28
Congress passed the FCA on 2 January 1942.29 The statute was
originally limited in duration.30 It was only supposed to apply during the
national emergency declared by President Roosevelt.31 However,
Congress extended the FCA multiple times until it ultimately became
permanent in 1956.32 Since 1956, the statute has undergone numerous
modifications, usually resulting in an increase in the monetary limits on
compensation.33
Under the current structure described by Army Regulation 27-20,
Claims, foreign claims are adjudicated by a single FCC or a three-person
FCC.34 Foreign Claims Commissions are appointed by the Commander
of the U.S. Army Claims Service (USARCS).35 They are responsible for
investigating all claims that are referred to a commission as well as
arranging for payment of valid claims, proposing settlements, and
denying invalid claims.36 Currently, a three-member FCC has the
authority to settle claims for an amount not to exceed $50,000.37 A
three-member FCC can deny a claim submitted for any amount.38 A
single-member FCC, consisting of a judge advocate or claims attorney,
has the authority to settle claims for an amount not to exceed $15,000.39
Any claim that does not exceed $15,000 can also be disapproved by a

27

Id. para. 10-1.
Id.
29
10 U.S.C. § 2734 (2006).
30
DA PAM. 27-162, supra note 21, para. 10-1.
31
Id.
32
10 U.S.C. § 2734.
33
Id.
34
AR 27-20, supra note 19, para. 10-6.
35
Id. para. 10-6(b).
36
Id.
37
Id. para. 10-9(d).
38
Id.
39
Id. para. 10-9(c).
28
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single-member FCC.40
Foreign Claims Commissions calculate
settlement offers based on numerous factors including the nature of the
evidence provided, the results of the FCC’s investigation, local laws and
customs, as well as the estimated monetary values resulting from the
loss, damage, or injury.41

B. The Purpose and Basic Provisions of the Foreign Claims Act
The stated purpose of the FCA is to promote “friendly relations”
between host nations and U.S. forces.42 However, the FCA does not
provide for the payment of all claims. Only inhabitants of foreign
countries may submit claims under the FCA.43 Additionally, the FCA
specifically defines the types of claims that will be accepted for
adjudication.44 The FCA excludes claims that are combat-related,
allowing a claim only if
it did not arise from action by an enemy or result directly
or indirectly from an act of the armed forces of the
United States in combat, except that a claim may be
allowed if it arises from an accident or malfunction
incident to the operation of an aircraft of the armed
forces of the United States, including its airborne
ordnance, indirectly related to combat, and occurring
while preparing for, going to, or returning from a combat
mission.45
This provision is commonly referred to as the “combat exclusion” of the
FCA, and it continues to create confusion among many FCCs.46 For
example, when asked about his understanding of the combat exclusion,
one judge advocate in Iraq stated, “Early in the deployment I struggled
with the non-existent definition of combat activity. As a result, I
frequently called [name omitted] of MNC–I for guidance[,] but [sic]

40

Id.
DA PAM. 27-162, supra note 21, ch. 2.
42
10 U.S.C. § 2734 (2006).
43
DA PAM. 27-162, supra note 21, para. 10-2.
44
10 U.S.C. § 2734.
45
Id.
46
Author’s Personal Experience, supra note 2.
41
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many claims were still in the gray area of combat activity.”47 Due to this
“gray area,” the definition of combat activity often varies from one FCC
to another.48

C. Regulatory Provisions Regarding the Combat Exclusion
Although Army regulations offer some additional guidance on what
constitutes “combat,” there is still significant room for interpretation.
Ultimately, none of the regulations explain how claims involving combat
should be analyzed or what information should be considered when
adjudicating these types of claims.49 Army Regulation (AR) 27-20,
Claims,50 and Department of the Army Pamphlet 27-162, Claims
Procedures,51 are the primary Army regulations explaining the
procedures for processing claims under the FCA. Chapter 10 of both
publications deal specifically with foreign claims. At most, these
regulations provide insights on the general nature of claims to be allowed
and disallowed. Army Regulation 27-20 defines noncombat activities as
“authorized activities essentially military in nature, having little parallel
in civilian pursuits, which historically have been considered as furnishing
a proper basis for payment of claims,”52 and may include: practicing the
firing of missiles and weapons, training and field exercises, maneuvers
that include the operation of aircraft and vehicles, as well as the use and
occupancy of real estate without a contract or international agreement.53
The regulation also prohibits payment for activities “incident to combat,
whether in time of war or not.”54
Both publications also define combat activity. According to AR 2720, combat activities are “activities resulting directly or indirectly from
action by the enemy, or by the Armed Forces of the United States.”55
47

E-mail from Judge Advocate, 1st Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division, U.S.
Army, Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (17 Sept. 2008, 22:10 EST) (on file with author).
48
E-mail from Judge Advocate, 1st Armored Division, U.S. Army, Iraq, to Major Mike
Jones (17 Sept. 2008, 19:04 EST) (on file with author).
49
See AR 27-20, supra note 19, DA PAM. 27-162, supra note 21.
50
AR 27-20, supra note 19.
51
DA PAM. 27-162, supra note 21, para. 10-2.
52
AR 27-20, supra note 19, glossary.
53
Id.
54
Id.
55
Id. A third category of operation, that is commonly recognized, is a “not combat
operation.” Although not defined by AR 27-20 or DA Pamphlet 27-162, the term “not
combat operation” is frequently used within the military to describe those operations that
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These definitions, although helpful, fail to precisely define combat
activity or provide any type of guidance on how to analyze a claim that
appears to be combat or combat related. In practice, these definitions are
minimally helpful in distinguishing between combat and noncombat
activities.56 Because definitions of combat activity are ambiguous and
because guidance is lacking on how to analyze claims that involve
combat activities, an examination of the way FCCs are interpreting and
applying the combat exclusion will provide additional insight on
available alternatives. 57

IV. The Combat Exclusion and its Application
A. Statistics Concerning the Application of the Combat Exclusion
Recently, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) submitted a
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for information relating to
deaths and injuries of civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan.58 In response to
the request, the Government released approximately 500 claims that
matched the criteria established by the request.59 Of those 500 cases—
204, or about forty percent were apparently rejected because the injury,
death, or property damage had been “directly or indirectly” related to
combat.60 While, ultimately, some of these claimants may have received
some form of condolence payment, such payment was likely limited in
amount.61 Recent examinations of the claims database maintained by the
U.S. Army Claims Service (USARCS) yielded similar statistics.
According to USARCS, 6036 claims were denied as a result of the
are purely administrative in nature and do not fall into the category of either combat or
noncombat operations.
56
Colonel R. Peter Masterton, Managing a Claims Office, ARMY LAW., Sept. 2005, at 46,
68 (describing the difficulty of making such determinations).
57
The newly created Iraqi Security Agreement addresses the issue of claims, but does not
alter the application of the Foreign Claims Act in Iraq. Agreement Between the United
States of America and the Republic of Iraq on the Withdrawal of United States Forces
from Iraq and the Organization of Their Activities During Their Temporary Presence in
Iraq art. 21 (Jan. 1, 2009), available at http://www.mnf-iraq.com/images/CGs_Messages
/security_ agreement.pdf. The agreement provides that the U.S. forces shall pay just and
reasonable compensation in settlement of third party claims arising out of acts, omissions,
or negligence of members of the U.S. forces done in the performance of their official
duties and incident to the non-combat activities of the U.S. Forces. Id.
58
See ACLU Claims Database, supra note 3.
59
See id.
60
See id.
61
MAAWS, supra note 16, at C-15.
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combat exclusion in Iraq since July of 2003.62 As 13,319 foreign claims
were submitted in Iraq since July of 2003, this means that approximately
forty-five percent of all foreign claims filed in Iraq—nearly half of all
claims filed in Iraq—were excluded as combat.63

B. Surveys of Foreign Claims Commissions
Frequent application of the combat exclusion as a basis for denying
claims is also supported by information received from FCCs who are
currently serving in, or have recently returned from, Iraq and
Afghanistan. With the assistance of the Chief of Claims, Multi-National
Corps–Iraq (MNC–I), the author contacted several FCCs with recent
foreign claims experience. Each of the FCCs was asked to complete a
questionnaire containing several questions regarding foreign claims and
the combat exclusion. Of the fourteen FCCs that were contacted, nine
responded. Because thirteen FCCs were in Iraq at the time of this
survey, the nine survey responses represent a broad cross-section of
claims experience in Iraq.64
The questionnaire asked how frequently the combat exclusion was
applied, how the combat exclusion was interpreted, as well as what
resources were used to resolve questions about the combat exclusion.
The FCCs who responded confirm that the number of claims paid under
the FCA was significantly reduced through the application of the combat
exclusion.65 In fact, one respondent estimated that the combat exclusion
was a factor in forty to fifty-five percent of the claims that he
adjudicated.66 These estimates are further proof that the combat
exclusion has a significant impact on the number of claims that are paid.
Any provision that potentially excludes nearly half of all claims filed
warrants careful examination to ensure that it is being applied
consistently and fairly, and that it is being correctly analyzed to
maximize the effectiveness of the FCA. Unfortunately, questionnaire
62

E-mail from U.S. Army Claims Serv., Fort Meade, Md., Operations and Records, to
Major Mike Jones (6 Mar. 2009, 0:14 EST) (on file with author).
63
E-mail from U.S. Army Claims Serv., Fort Meade, Md., Operations and Records, to
Major Mike Jones (22 Jan. 2009 14:29 EST) (on file with author).
64
Id.
65
See E-mail Responses to the Foreign Claims Survey (on file with author) [hereinafter
Survey Responses].
66
E-mail from Judge Advocate, U.S. Army, Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (19 Sept. 2008)
[hereinafter 19 Sept. 2008 e-mail] (on file with author).
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responses indicate that consistent application and analysis is not
occurring, which may be one of the reasons why the number of claims
excluded as combat is so high.67
Surveys of several FCCs in Iraq indicate that there are numerous
interpretations and applications of the combat exclusion. When asked to
explain the meaning of the combat exclusion in their own words,
responses varied widely. One FCC described his application of the
combat exclusion as follows:
I consider the combat exclusion to apply to all CF
offensive operations and to active self-defense against
identified threats. Under this definition, I include raids
on houses, etc. as constituting offensive operations by
CF. I consider escalation of force (EOF) measures to
constitute active self-defense against identified threats.68
This interpretation of the combat exclusion is very broad because it
focuses on the nature of the mission. By comparison, a Foreign Claims
Commission adjudicating claims in Baghdad applies a much narrower
definition, focusing on actual events, as opposed to the general nature of
the operation:
The FCA Combat Exclusion states that the FCA cannot
be used for damages/injuries/death resulting from
combat operations. When we first got here, we (NCOIC,
CJA, and myself) got into a discussion about what that
really meant. For example, when you are talking about
operations in Sadr City, Iraq, what isn’t a combat
operation? But we decided that was too broad. So this
is how I apply it: If a patrol is traveling down route X
and hits a parked car as they are moving through a
congested street, then the FCA applies. If a patrol is
engaged by an IED and fires at the trigger man’s
location (after establishing PID of course) and hits a car
parked in the vicinity with SAF, then that is not covered

67
68

See Survey Responses, supra note 65.
19 Sept. 2008 e-mail, supra note 66.
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under FCA—the damage was caused while responding
to some perceived or actual hostile act or intent.69
Similarly, another FCC noted:
The combat exclusion automatically precludes the
United States from paying claims under the Foreign
Claims Act when those claims arose from combat related
incidents. Combat related incidents typically include
Targeted Missions, Escalation of Force, and React to
Contact. This is in contrast to claims that arise from
activities that do not involve actual or imminent contact
with hostile forces. I look to the unit and details of the
incident.70
While the above responses indicate some degree of interpretive variation
on the application of the combat exclusion, other responses applied more
rigid standards. For example, one FCC stated that “[t]he combat
exclusion applies any time CF intentionally fire weapons to kill.”71 On
balance, these contrary responses demonstrate that FCCs with similar
training, involved in similar operations, have differing interpretations of
the same regulation.
The Chief of Client Services for Multi-National Corps–Iraq (MNC–
I) is largely responsible for providing oversight, training, and guidance
for foreign claims operations in Iraq.72 The MNC–I Chief of Client
Services also serves as the primary Iraq foreign claims point of contact
for USARCS.73 Because of this unique position, the MNC–I Chief of
Client Services has a better view of how foreign claims are adjudicated
in Iraq than most judge advocates.74 He notes that discretionary
variances do exist in the interpretation and application of the combat

69

E-mail from Judge Advocate, U.S. Army, Baghdad, Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (24
Sept. 2008, 21:44 EST) (on file with author).
70
E-mail from Judge Advocate, U.S. Army, Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (22 Oct. 2008) (on
file with author).
71
E-mail from Judge Advocate, U.S. Army, Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (17 Sept. 2008)
(on file with author).
72
E-mail from Judge Advocate, Chief of Client Servs., Multi-National Corps–Iraq, U.S.
Army, Baghdad, Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (3 Oct. 2008) (on file with author).
73
Id.
74
Id.
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exclusion,75 especially regarding force escalation procedures that result
in the injury of innocent bystanders.76
While the various survey responses were largely consistent with
statutory definitions of combat and noncombat activities, they still
reflected divergent views. Because of these differences, multiple FCCs
could analyze the same claim and come to drastically different
conclusions; this underscores the necessity of a standardized analytical
framework.

V. The Impact of Inconsistent Application of the Combat Exclusion
Unfortunately, the use of the combat exclusion can undermine
support of U.S. military efforts from the local population.77 In much the
same way that payment of claims can create goodwill and a positive
perception of U.S. forces, denial of payment can have the opposite
effect.78 While any claimant who is denied compensation will be upset
and dissatisfied, the situation can become exponentially worse when a
claimant is denied compensation due to improper analysis or lack of
sufficient investigation. While the claimant may not immediately realize
that his claim was improperly adjudicated, subsequent discussions with
other successful claimants may reveal inconsistencies between FCCs.79
These inconsistencies ultimately result in distrust of the foreign claims
system and U.S. forces.80 Improper application of the FCA can have
broader impacts as well. A 2007 article published in the New York Times
criticizes the U.S. military for using condolence payments instead of
compensation under the FCA.81 The article notes that
75

Id.
Id.
77
Captain Jeffery S. Palmer, Claims Encountered During an Operational Contingency,
42 A.F. L. REV. 227, 237–38 (1997).
78
E-mail from Judge Advocate, former Chief of Client Services, Multi-National Corps–
Iraq, U.S. Army, Baghdad, Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (3 Oct. 2008 no time available) (on
file with author).
79
Id.
80
Author’s Personal Experience, supra note 2.
81
Jon Tracy, Sometimes in War, You Can Put a Price on Life, N.Y. TIMES, May 16, 2007,
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/16/opinion/16tracy.html?_r=1&oref=slogin.
Condolence payments are often used to provide some degree of compensation to
claimants when an FCC determines that the claim is excluded as combat. E-mail from
Judge Advocate, 3d Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division, U.S. Army, Baghdad,
Iraq, to Major Mike Jones (24 Sept. 2008) (on file with author).
76
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The Foreign Claims Act offers full compensation for the
loss along the lines for what Americans can receive in
civil court; condolence involves nominal payment. But
the military has conflated the two, giving condolence
even as it has investigated and punished wrongdoing by
our troops.82
In other words, condolence payments are being used instead of the FCA,
even though the FCA would allow for more compensation. Because the
New York Times article did not address specific claims, it is impossible to
say if the criticisms presented are accurate. However, inclusion of a
consistent and well-reasoned analysis of whether the combat exclusion
applied would avert similar criticism and negative publicity. Another
article, also published in the New York Times, includes a quote from the
Executive Director of the Campaign for Innocent Victims in Conflict.83
She notes that “the arbitrary nature of how money is dispersed can
intensify feelings of ill will on the ground, which, ironically, the
compensation payments are designed to mitigate.”84
The negative effects of inconsistent analysis and application of the
combat exclusion go beyond negative publicity. When the method of
analysis and application of the combat exclusion varies significantly
between FCCs, claimants may forum shop their claims or submit the
same claim to multiple FCCs in the hopes of obtaining a favorable
analysis.85
Additionally, different interpretations of the combat
exclusion may create the perception of inequity, which would arguably
increase dissatisfaction among claimants and reduce our ability to spread
goodwill. According to one former Chief of Client Services for MNC–I,
Without clear, uniform standard[s], foreign claimants
will clearly not understand the process and will doubt
the objectiveness of the law. If they interpret that we,
the American government, are playing favorites, they
will interpret not getting paid as not being a favorite.
Thus, this could lead to several individuals having
distaste for Americans when they never had any before.
82

Tracy, supra note 81.
David S. Cloud, Compensation Payments Rising, Especially by Marines, N.Y. TIMES,
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Moreover, in an area where we are trying to encourage
the establishment of the rule of law, it appears to our
claimants that our laws are discretionary with no real
standard.86
This dissatisfaction demonstrates how serious the potential problem is.
The lack of consistent analysis and application could result in not just
negative publicity and dissatisfied claimants, but widespread dissension
among the very people that the foreign claims system is designed to
assist. It is important to recognize that the foreign claims system has
broader implications than just within Iraq or Afghanistan.87 Our ability
to quickly and fairly compensate claimants can impact the perception of
the military as a whole, both at home and abroad.88 Variations will
always exist in how FCCs analyze and apply the combat exclusion
simply because of differences in their respective areas of operation, but
these variations can be minimized through the institution of specialized
training and guidance.
Because there will always be situations where claims must be denied,
this article does not advocate elimination of the combat exclusion
altogether; the combat exclusion serves a valid purpose. The funds
allocated to pay foreign claims are obviously limited and courts have
recognized that there are legitimate reasons for denying claims that result
from combat. Specifically, in Koohi v. United States, the court
recognized the importance of combat exclusions, observing how fear of
claims liability should not prevent the Government from exercising bold
and imaginative measures to overcome enemy forces.89 The court also
explained that war produces innumerable innocent victims of harmful
conduct, and that it would make little sense to single out, for special
compensation, a few of these persons on the basis that they have suffered
from the negligence of our military forces rather than from the
overwhelming and pervasive violence which each side intentionally
inflicts on the other.90
86
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To the extent practicable, if FCCs apply a standard framework of
analysis when examining claims that deal with combat, the claims
system will be more consistent and appear less arbitrary. This, in turn,
will further the purpose of the FCA because a consistent and wellreasoned claims process will promote and maintain friendly relations
more than a system that appears to be lacking in standards and
procedures.91 The analytical framework, however, must still meet the
purpose of the FCA and be capable of uniform application by all FCCs.
It must also effectively limit the number of claims paid in a manner that
does not degenerate the foreign claims process into an automatic process
of compensation.

VI. Cases Examining the Meaning of Combat
Judicial interpretations of the combat exclusion are important because
they shed light on the key attributes of the proposed framework for
analyzing foreign claims involving combat. Before examining this set of
cases, it is important to note that they all deal with claims brought under
the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA),92 which is similar to the FCA in
that it also contains a type of combat exclusion.93 However, there are
some differences between the two acts with regard to the language used
to establish the exclusion.94 As previously stated, the FCA does not
allow claims that “arise from action by an enemy or result directly or
indirectly from an act of the armed forces of the United States in
combat.”95 The FTCA does not allow claims “arising out of the
combatant activities of the military or naval forces, or the Coast Guard,
during time of war.”96 This distinction is important because it shows that
the two acts, while similar, differ with regard to the scope of the combat
exclusion. Despite the differences in language, these cases are still
useful because they are one of the few sources of authority, outside of the
91

Author’s Personal Experience, supra note 2.
The FTCA creates an exception to the Federal Government’s protection of sovereign
immunity and allows, with certain exceptions, the Government to be sued in tort as a
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regulations, that examine the nuances, meaning, and scope of a combat
exclusion.

A. Johnson v. United States
Perhaps the leading case in this area is Johnson v. United States.97
Johnson involved an action for damages against the United States for
pollution of a clam farm by vessels of the U.S. Navy.98 The alleged
pollution occurred from December 1945 through 1946, when the Navy,
because of force protection concerns over congestion in many of the
country’s ports, anchored sixteen ammunition cargo vessels in
Washington State’s Discovery Bay.99 The vessels were responsible for
supplying ammunition to various combat vessels of the Navy.100 They
had previously been engaged in active logistical support of combat
operations in the Pacific Theater.101 Upon the termination of hostilities
in 1945, the Navy ordered vessels to Discovery Bay pending
reassignment.102 The vessels were manned and commanded by naval
personnel.103
The appellants’ complaint alleged that these vessels discharged oils,
sewage, and other noxious matter into the waters of Discovery Bay,
which polluted both the waters and the adjacent tidelands owned by the
appellants, thereby damaging their commercial clam farm.104 As a result
of this pollution, the State of Washington prohibited the taking of clams
from appellants’ lands for sale to the public.105 The appellants claimed
damages totaling $46,000 for partial permanent injury to the clam farm
and loss of the season’s profits.106
In response, the Navy relied upon the combat exclusion of the
FTCA, which states that the FTCA does not apply to “[a]ny claim arising
out of the combatant activities of the military or naval forces, or Coast
97
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Guard, during time of war.”107 The Navy’s reliance on the combat
exclusion of the FTCA forced the court in Johnson to examine the
meaning of combatant activities. The court determined that
“Combat” connotes physical violence; “combatant,” its
derivative, as used here, connotes pertaining to actual
hostilities; the phrase “combatant activities,” of
somewhat wider scope, and superimposed upon the
purpose of the statute, would therefore include not only
physical violence, but activities both necessary to and in
direct connection with actual hostilities.108
This definition is important because the court focuses on the distinction
between the term “combat” and how it is different from the term
“combatant.” In so doing, the court notes that combat relates to physical
violence,109 a simple concept that is easier to identify than the more
amorphous concept of combat. After this distinction, the court goes on
to highlight the differences between combat and combatant activities,
noting that the physical violence of combat is not the same as the
activities necessary and in direct support of that physical violence:110
[T]he act of supplying ammunition to fighting vessels in
a combat area during war is undoubtedly a “combatant
activity,” but this fact does not make necessary a
conclusion that all varied activities having an incidental
relation to some activity directly connected with
previously ended fighting on active war fronts must,
under the terms of the Act, be regarded as and held to be
a combatant activity. To so hold might lead to results
which need not here be considered. The rational test
would seem to lie in the degree of connectivity. Aiding
others to swing the sword of battle is certainly a
“combatant activity,” but the act of returning it to a place
of safekeeping after all of the fighting is over cannot
logically be cataloged as a “combat activity.”111
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Of primary significance is the definition of combat that the Johnson
court uses. Here, even though the court focuses primarily on the
meaning of combatant activities, as used in the FTCA, this simple
explanation and analysis, that “combat connotes physical violence,”112 is
extremely useful to FCCs who are responsible for adjudicating foreign
claims in Iraq and Afghanistan.

B. United States v. Skeels
Another important FTCA case, United States v. Skeels, provides
further interpretation of the combat exclusion addressed by Johnson.113
Jasper Skeels and several other people were fishing in the Gulf of
Mexico on the morning of 24 July 1945.114 While they were fishing,
U.S. Army planes were conducting training in the same area.115 Several
of the planes were firing their weapons at targets being towed by other
planes.116 At some point, a piece of iron pipe fell from one of the planes,
or one of the targets, striking Jasper Skeels in the head and killing him.117
The administrator of Skeels’s estate filed a claim under the FTCA for the
death of Mr. Skeels.118 Because the United States was still at war with
Japan at the time of the incident, the court examined the FTCA’s
meaning of the term “combatant activities.”119 The court in Skeels noted
that combat activities means the actual engaging in physical force.120 It
explained that
the phrase [combat activities] was used to denote actual
conflict, such as where the planes and other
instrumentalities were being used, not in practice and
training, far removed from the zone of combat, but in
bombing enemy occupied territory, forces or vessels,
attacking or defending against enemy forces, etc.121
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The Skeels Court’s interpretation of combat activities is very similar to
the Johnson court’s interpretation,122 with both courts applying the
ordinary meaning of the words to determine that combat involves
physical force or violence directed and devoted to the destruction of the
enemy or enemy property. These two cases provide FCCs with both a
useful definition of combat activities and an example of how to analyze
claims involving combat.

C. Koohi v. United States
Koohi v. United States also addresses the meaning of combat with
regards to the application of the combat exclusion under the FTCA, as
well as the reasons for the existence of a combat exclusion.123 In Koohi,
the court was presented with another action brought under the FTCA.
The action was brought by heirs of deceased airline passengers and
crew.124 The incident that underlies this suit occurred in July of 1988.125
The USS Vincennes, a naval cruiser operating in the Persian Gulf
equipped with the Aegis air defense system, dispatched a
reconnaissance helicopter to investigate reports of Iranian gunboats in
the area.126 The helicopter was allegedly fired upon by anti-aircraft
guns.127 In response, the Vincennes crossed into Iranian territorial waters
and fired upon the gunboats.128 Shortly after the engagement, a civilian
Iranian Airbus, Iran Air flight 655, took off from a joint commercialmilitary airport at Bandar Abbas, Iran.129 The flight path of Iran Air
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See also In re “Agent Orange” Prod. Liab. Litig., 580 F. Supp 1242, 1255 (E.D.N.Y.
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flight 655 brought it in close vicinity to the Vincennes.130 The crew of
the Vincennes misidentified the aircraft as an Iranian F-14 and employed
its air defense system to shoot it down.131 All 290 people aboard the
plane were killed.132
Because the resulting claims were filed under the FTCA,133 the court
in Koohi was also forced to address the combat exclusion of the FTCA as
part of their opinion.134 The Koohi Court adopted the Johnson Court’s
definition of combat activities, noting that combat activities involve not
only physical violence, but also activities that are both necessary and in
direct connection with actual hostilities.135 The court also pointed out
that “the firing of a missile in perceived self-defense is a quintessential
combat activity.”136 The Koohi Court then examined the reasons behind
the existence of a combat exclusion. These reasons have already been
examined briefly above, but it is important to focus on them again in
more detail because they are significant to the FCC adjudication process.
First, the court noted that:
[T]ort law is based in part on the theory that the prospect
of liability makes the actor more careful. Here,
Congress certainly did not want our military personnel to
exercise great caution at a time when bold and
imaginative measures might be necessary to overcome
enemy forces; nor did it want our soldiers, sailors, or
airmen to be concerned about the possibility of tort
liability when making life or death decisions in the midst
of combat.137
The court then examined the second reason behind the combat exclusion
by focusing on the realities of combat:
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War produces innumerable innocent victims of harmful
conduct—on all sides. It would make little sense to
single out for special compensation a few of these
persons—usually enemy citizens—on the basis that they
have suffered from the negligence of our military forces
rather than from the overwhelming and pervasive
violence which each side intentionally inflicts on the
other.138
Finally, the court discussed the punitive aspects of tort law and how
these aspects justify the existence of a combat exclusion:
Society believes tortfeasors should suffer for their sins.
It is unlikely that there are many Americans who would
favor punishing our servicemen for injuring members of
the enemy military or civilian population as a result of
actions taken in order to preserve their own lives and
limbs.139
These three principles provide added perspective on the combat
exclusion. Examining the reasons for the existence of a combat activities
exception helps judge advocates to better understand how the combat
exclusion of the FCA should be applied.
The Koohi court also addressed the issue of engaging an unintended
target, which is a problem that occurs frequently in urban combat
settings:
The combatant activities exception applies whether U.S.
military forces hit a prescribed or an unintended target,
whether those selecting the target act wisely or foolishly,
whether the missiles we employ turn out to be "smart" or
dumb, whether the target we choose performs the
function we believe it does or whether our choice of an
object for destruction is a result of error or
miscalculation. In other words, it simply does not matter
for purposes of the "time of war" exception whether the
military makes or executes its decisions carefully or
negligently, properly or improperly. It is the nature of
138
139
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the act and not the manner of its performance that
counts.140
Essentially the court is saying that whether or not the act was negligent is
irrelevant, so long as the circumstances surrounding the act can be
defined as combat. While thorough investigation is always important,
the FCC need not make a determination of negligence, in circumstances
where the combat exclusion applies. The existence of combat itself is
determinative in most cases. However, there is an important distinction
between combat actions involving negligence and combat actions
involving criminal conduct or violations of the law of war.141 The issue
of criminal conduct under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ)
and law of war violations as they relate to foreign claims will be
addressed in more detail. For now, it is important to realize that the
court’s statement, “it is the nature of the act and not the manner of its
performance that counts” is valid only if the manner in which the act was
performed does not equate to a violation of the UCMJ or the law of
war.142

VII. A Framework of Analysis to Determine if the Combat Exclusion
Applies
Having examined how courts have applied and analyzed combat and
combat exclusions, the principles established by the courts in Johnson,
Koohi, and Skeels can now be incorporated into a framework for foreign
claims adjudication. This framework is designed to assist FCCs with
examining and analyzing claims that involve combat activities.
Notwithstanding the framework, FCCs must still apply the provisions of
AR 27-20 and DA Pamphlet 27-162 to ensure that all other requirements
are met prior to paying or settling any foreign claim.143
The following analysis consists of four separate prongs. In
performing this analysis, FCCs should first thoroughly review each
claims packet, fully investigate the claim, and examine all relevant
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evidence.144 Once the investigation is complete, the FCC should then
examine each prong and record their determinations for inclusion in the
claims packet. Documentation is important because it shows that each
claim was thoroughly examined and considered.145 For the first prong,
the FCC must look to see if the claim contains information indicating the
occurrence or threat of physical violence. The second prong requires the
FCC to examine the context surrounding the occurrence of the physical
violence. The third prong focuses on the degree of connectivity
(proximate cause) between the acts that gave rise to the claim and the
physical violence. For the fourth prong, the FCC must look to see if
there is evidence of acts that are contrary to the law. Each prong is
described in the text immediately below, while the graphic depiction
appears in a flowchart at the Appendix.
A. Prong 1: Physical Violence146
The first prong evaluates whether the evidence indicates the presence
of physical violence, which is the term used in Johnson and Skeels to
explain the meaning of combat.147 In order to address all possible
situations that could result in a foreign claim, physical violence includes
threats of physical violence. This prong requires the FCC to examine the
claim for evidence of instances of physical violence or what the Johnson
court referred to as “swinging the sword of battle.”148 Examples include
shooting, use of explosives, ramming or crashing with vehicles, hand-tohand combat, forcible taking of property, destruction of property,
verbally communicating threats, aiming a weapon, etc. The presence of
physical violence is a strong indicator that the claim may ultimately be
excluded as combat. Conversely, the lack of any evidence of physical
violence means the claim does not involve combat and the combat
exclusion does not apply.
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For example, if a claimant submitted a claim for the death of his
livestock due to contamination of his water supply by pollutants
improperly disposed of by U.S. forces, it would be an example of a claim
that does not contain any evidence of physical violence or threats of
physical violence. Accordingly, the combat exclusion would not apply.
Alternatively, the traffic control point scenario presented in the
introduction of this article does contain evidence of physical violence.149
In this scenario, Soldiers manning a traffic control point fired at a vehicle
that failed to stop when directed. During the initial engagement, the
vehicle was disabled and it appears that the driver was injured or killed.
The Soldiers intentionally fired at the vehicle in order to disable the
vehicle and eliminate the potential threat. The act of shooting constitutes
physical violence. An FCC examining this portion of the claim would
conclude that there is evidence indicating the presence of physical
violence, and would then move to the next prong for further analysis.

B. Prong 2: Context Surrounding the Physical Violence
Context is very important when examining foreign claims. Acts of
physical violence may be excluded in one context, but may be
compensable in another. Specifically, DA Pamphlet 27-162, Claims
Procedures states
Claims arising “directly or indirectly” from combat
activities of the U.S. armed forces are not payable.
Whether damages sustained in areas of armed conflict
are attributable to combat activities or noncombat
activities depends upon the facts of each case. Damages
caused by enemy action, or by the U.S. armed services
resisting or attacking an enemy or preparing for
immediate combat with an enemy, are certain to be
considered as arising from combat activities.150
In other words, the FCC must determine the context surrounding the act
of physical violence to determine if it is related to resisting or attacking
an enemy or preparing for immediate combat with an enemy. If the FCC
finds that the act of physical violence that gave rise to the claim is related
to resisting or attacking an enemy or preparing for immediate combat
149
150
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with an enemy, then the regulation definitively states that the claim is
excluded as combat, assuming that the act was lawful.151
Referring again to the introductory scenario, one can see how this
prong is applied. As discussed above, the act of shooting is an example
of physical violence. The evidence in the claims packet indicates that the
Soldiers were intentionally firing at a vehicle that failed to stop for a
traffic control point. The Soldiers perceived the vehicle as an enemy
threat based on its failure to stop. Accordingly, the physical violence of
shooting was directly related to resisting a perceived enemy attack, so the
analysis continues with the next prong of the framework. It is important
to note that while neither DA Pamphlet 27-162 nor AR 27-20 precisely
defines what an enemy is, practical application of the regulation to
current conflicts involving enemies that are difficult to indentify requires
the inclusion of perceived enemies in the definition.152
Conversely, applying prong two to another portion of the
introductory scenario results in a different conclusion. Recall that after
the engagement, the Soldiers transported some of the injured passengers
to a local hospital. During the movement to the hospital, the Soldiers
crashed into an automobile, damaging the door. According to the first
prong, crashing is an example of physical violence. However, in this
case, the result is different because the context has changed. The act of
physical violence occurred during a convoy to a hospital. It did not
involve resisting or attacking an enemy or preparing for immediate
combat with an enemy. Because of the change in context, one can
conclude that, although an act of physical violence occurred, it is not of
the nature that would result in application of the combat exclusion and
the combat exclusion analysis is complete. The fact that a convoy,
operation, or mission occurs in a combat zone, such as Iraq or
Afghanistan, does not automatically mean that it is combat as defined by
the FCA. Such a broad interpretation of combat runs counter to the
purposes of the FCA because it would result in the exclusion of all
claims that occur in a combat zone.153 Had the drafters of the FCA
intended such a result, then they could have easily changed the combat
exclusion to a combat zone exclusion or time of war exclusion.154
151
152
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C. Prong 3: Proximate Cause
This prong examines the connection between the acts that gave rise
to the claim and the physical violence that occurred. Once an FCC is
able to identify the presence or threat of physical violence and concludes
that the physical violence directly related to resisting or attacking an
enemy or preparing for immediate combat with an enemy, then she must
examine the relationship between the acts that gave rise to the claim and
the physical violence that occurred. This step of the analysis is
contemplated by the language of DA Pamphlet 27-162, which states that
“[c]laims arising ‘directly or indirectly’ from combat activities of the
U.S. armed forces are not payable.”155 In some instances, this analysis is
extremely simple. For example, if a Soldier intentionally fires his
weapon at an individual and the bullet strikes the targeted individual,
who subsequently files a claim for the injury he received, then there is a
direct connection between the physical violence and the actions that gave
rise to the claim. In most cases, this will be sufficient information to
determine that the claim is excluded as combat (assuming that the act
was lawful). However, as the degree of connectivity becomes more
tenuous, the analysis becomes more difficult. This portion of the
analysis resembles the analysis involved in examining issues of
proximate cause. Fortunately, the concept of proximate cause is one that
should be familiar to most judge advocates because it is one of the key
aspects of determining liability for property loss. Army Regulation 7355 defines proximate cause as
the cause, which in a natural and continuous sequence of
events unbroken by a new cause produced the loss or
damage. Without this cause, the loss or damage would
not have occurred. It is further defined as the primary
moving cause, or the predominate cause, from which the
loss or damage followed as a natural, direct, and
immediate consequence.156
This definition can be applied to determine if the physical violence that
gave rise to the claim was the proximate cause of the loss, damage, or
injury. If it was the proximate cause, then the combat exclusion may
apply because there is a sufficient degree of connectivity. This portion
155
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of the analysis requires the judge advocate to closely examine the
evidence and look for possible intervening causes that could have broken
the causal chain. Claims that were submitted as a result of an act or
omission by a U.S. Soldier or civilian employee of a U.S. military
department, but were not proximately caused by an act of intentional
physical violence, will generally be a valid payable claim.157
Referring again to the introductory scenario, we can see how prong
three might be applied. The Soldiers firing at the car that failed to stop
for the traffic control point provides a clear example: the Soldiers aimed
and fired at the vehicle when it failed to stop and the rounds struck and
disabled the vehicle. The firing of the weapons caused the damage in a
natural and continuous sequence of events unbroken by a new cause.
Accordingly, the combat exclusion may apply and the analysis continues
with the next prong. However, if the damage was caused by some
intervening cause then the result is different. Hypothetically, assume that
the Soldiers fired at the car and missed. However, the driver heard the
shots and immediately stopped, exited the vehicle and put his hands up.
Shortly after he exited the vehicle, one of the traffic control point signs
blew over because the Soldiers forgot to weigh it down, and it dented his
car. Here, the proximate cause of the damage is the failure of the
Soldiers to properly weigh down the sign. So, even though there is
evidence of physical violence related to resisting a perceived enemy, the
physical violence was not the proximate cause of the damage. The
damage occurred outside the context of resisting or attacking an enemy
or preparing for immediate combat with an enemy. Accordingly, the
claim would not be excluded as combat and the analysis would end.

D. Prong 4: Criminal Conduct (Acts that are Contrary to the Law or
Established Operating Procedures)
Prong four requires examination of whether the act of physical
violence that gave rise to the claim was criminal in nature. Now that it
has been determined that the claim involves purposeful physical violence
that related to resisting or attacking an enemy, or preparing for
immediate combat with an enemy and it has been determined that it was
the proximate cause of the loss, the focus shifts to the nature of the act.
Department of the Army Pamphlet 27-162 notes that “there is no bar to
claims arising from off-duty or criminal conduct of U.S. Soldiers or
157
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civilian employees.”158 In other words, if a Soldier commits a criminal
act, there is no bar to paying claims that arise from that act. This is true,
even if the criminal act involves physical violence that might otherwise
be considered combat. Criminal activity that involves physical violence
is not the same as combat. Department of the Army Pamphlet 27-162
specifically addresses numerous instances where the combat exclusion
applies, but does not extend the scope of the combat exclusion to cover
criminal acts, regardless of their nature, that occur during combat
operations.159 Because DA Pamphlet 27-162 specifically recognizes that
there is no bar to claims arising from criminal conduct of U.S. Soldiers
and does not extend the scope of combat exclusion to exclude such
claims, one must conclude that such claims are payable. This
interpretation of the language of DA Pamphlet 27-162 is also the only
interpretation that is in line with the purpose of the FCA.160 Accordingly,
claims filed in response to the criminal acts of Soldiers or civilian
employees of a U.S. military department that occurred during combat
operations should not be excluded as combat.
Unfortunately, due to the complex legal environments found in most
military operations, it is often difficult to identify what is and is not a
criminal act. In most operational environments, acts that are contrary to
the law may include acts that are in violation of the UCMJ, in violation
of local law, in violation of international law or the law of war, or in
violation of international agreements.161 Additionally, in some cases,
acts that violate well-established operating procedures may also be
categorized as criminal if the operating procedures were issued as part of
a lawful or general order.162
For the most part, experienced FCCs will have a sufficient
understanding of the legal environment to identify criminal acts during
the claims adjudication process. However, not all FCCs have sufficient
experience or legal training to recognize all acts that are contrary to the
law. In situations where this is the case, the FCC should begin by
scrutinizing the claims packet for indications that the rules of
engagement were not complied with. As a general rule, instances of
158
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noncompliance with the rules of engagement are often indicative of a
violation of law that requires further investigation because the rules of
engagement incorporate principles of international law as well as
customary and conventional law principles regarding the right of selfdefense.163
The rules of engagement are issued by competent military authority
to delineate the circumstances and limitations under which its own naval,
ground, and air forces will initiate and/or continue combat engagement
with other forces encountered.164
In other words, the rules of
engagement are “the primary tool used to regulate the use of force.”165
Well-drafted rules of engagement are simply written to ensure that they
are understandable, memorable, and applicable.166 When properly
drafted, the rules of engagement should provide clear guidance with
regards to what actions to take when confronted with a threat.167
Any indications that the rules of engagement were not complied with
is cause for concern, reporting, and additional investigation.168 By using
instance of noncompliance with the rules of engagement as the basis for
reporting possible violations of the law and initiating additional
investigations, this framework can be employed by FCCs with limited
experience and it is adaptable enough to be applied to future conflicts
that involve either more or less restrictive rules of engagement. It is
important to note that not all violations of the rules of engagement equate
to an illegal act.169 Foreign Claims Commissions should simply use the
163
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rules of engagement as a starting point for analyzing claims under this
prong. When an FCC identifies a possible violation of the rules of
engagement, that FCC should consult with attorneys in the military
justice section and the international and operational law section to
determine if reporting and additional investigation is warranted.
Proper application of this prong should not result in any additional
unnecessary investigations, because current policy requires investigation
of any violation of the law of war.170 When an FCC reports an act that is
contrary to the law as part of this analysis, that FCC is merely complying
with the requirements of DoDD 2311.01(E), which requires reporting
and investigation of suspected or alleged violations of the law of war, for
which there is credible information.171 However, it is important for the
FCC involved to perform some preliminary investigation to ensure that
the claimant’s allegations do have some merit to avoid needless
investigations. If no credible information exists, then no additional
investigation should be conducted.172
Because this is a somewhat novel concept with regard to foreign
claims, an example may be helpful. In Iraq, in June 2005, an AR 15-6
investigation was convened to investigate an engagement between
elements of the 3d Infantry Division and a suspected insurgent group.173
During the engagements, a platoon was ordered to clear a house in the
engagement area.174 The house was suspected by the Iraqi police of
concealing enemy insurgents.175 According to the investigation, the Iraqi
Police informed the U.S. Soldiers that they had taken fire from the
rooftop at 2019 hours.176 The assault on the house by U.S. Soldiers did
not commence until 2243 hours.177 During the one-and-a-half-hour
period prior to the assault, no U.S. Soldiers observed direct fire coming
from the house and no contact was made with anyone inside.178 The
plan, according to the findings of the AR 15-6 investigating officer, was
to crash through the outside gate of the house with a high mobility multi170
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purpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV), throw a fragmentation grenade
into the courtyard, and then suppress the second story of the house with
M240B machine gun fire while members of the platoon cleared the first
floor of the house.179 The possibility of noncombatants in the house was
never addressed by the unit, despite the lack of evidence that the house
was occupied by insurgents.180 During the house-clearing operation, one
local national male was killed and one local national female was
injured.181
Both individuals were unarmed.182
The AR 15-6
investigating officer found that the unit did not comply with the rules of
engagement because it did not positively identify the targets in the house
before firing and that the amount of force utilized during the house
clearing operation was not necessary and proportionate given the nature
of the objective.183 Generally speaking, the rules of engagement
incorporate the international law principle of distinction by requiring
positive identification of a target prior to engaging.184 The principle of
distinction requires that combatants be distinguished from noncombatants.185 An FCC reviewing this claim would likely question the
compliance with the rules of engagement when it became clear that two
unarmed local nationals were killed during a house clearing operation
involving no contact with any insurgent elements. Anyone with this
information would automatically wonder if the targets were positively
identified prior to being engaged. This clearing operation is an example
of a situation where the FCC, if presented with a claim containing this
information, would want to perform additional investigation to determine
if the rules of engagement were complied with. If the FCC has credible
information that the facts, as described above, are true, then this incident
should be reported and investigated as required by DoDD 2311.01e.186
Now that the fourth prong has been explained, it can be applied to
the introductory scenario to complete the analysis of this hypothetical
claim. Focusing only on the portion of the claim involving the Soldiers
179
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who fired at the car, we can conclude that an act of physical violence
occurred and that the act related to resisting an attack from a perceived
enemy. Additionally, analysis of prong three indicates that the shooting
was the proximate cause of the damage of the car and the deaths and
injuries of the passengers. Prong four now requires examination of the
nature of the act to determine if the Soldier’s acts were criminal. The
starting point for this analysis begins with an examination of the claim to
determine if the rules of engagement were complied with. The initial
engagement appears to comply with the rules of engagement because the
Soldiers used force, after following force escalation procedures, to
engage and eliminate a perceived threat. Accordingly, there does not
appear to be any issue with the initial engagement that would require
additional investigation or reporting. Any claims resulting from the
initial engagement would be excluded as combat.
Unfortunately, the second engagement is more problematic.
According to the claims packet, after the initial engagement, the vehicle
rolled to a stop approximately 150 meters from the checkpoint, at which
time the Soldiers re-engaged the vehicle firing a total of 200 rounds. An
FCC examining this claim would likely conclude that re-engagement of
the vehicle after it had stopped violated the rules of engagement because
the enemy threat had been eliminated. The driver and the occupants of
the vehicle were no longer exhibiting any hostile intent or participating
in any hostile acts. Firing 200 additional rounds at the stationary vehicle
was probably a disproportionate response. Because of the presence of a
suspected violation of the rules of engagement, the FCC should conduct
additional investigation to ensure that the information is credible. If the
information is credible, then the FCC should consult with attorneys
assigned to the military justice section and the international and
operational law for advice whether additional investigation and reporting
under DoDD 2311.01(E) is appropriate. If additional investigation is
performed and the investigating officer determines that the second
engagement was a criminal act because it was in violation of the law of
war, the UCMJ, or other applicable law, then the combat exclusion
should not be applied to any death, injury or loss resulting from that
portion of the claim.187
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E. Other Considerations: Interest of the United States and Public Policy
Examination
The framework of analysis explained above focuses on the
mechanics of the combat exclusion, but other considerations must also be
addressed as part of any claims adjudication process. Specifically, FCCs
must always consider whether or not payment of the claim is in the best
interest of the United States and whether or not payment is supported by
public policy.188 There may be numerous reasons that payment of a
claim is not in the best interest of the United States, or is not supported
by public policy, but there are a few reasons that relate specifically to the
combat exclusion analysis. Foreign Claims Commissions should
essentially perform this portion of the analysis twice: first as part of the
combat exclusion analysis, and again with a broader focus if it is
determined that the combat exclusion does not apply.
Army Regulation 27-20 specifically notes that claims are not payable
if the payment is not in the best interest of the United States, is contrary
to public policy, or otherwise contrary to the basic intent of the
governing statute.189 However, the regulation does not offer further
explanation. Despite the lack of clarifying language in the regulations,
we can find additional guidance from the discussion in Koohi v. United
States.190 Specifically, the court’s discussion on the reasons for the
existence of a combat exclusion is extremely relevant.191
As previously discussed, the Koohi court noted three principal
reasons for the combatant activities exception. First, the court pointed
out that Congress did not want our military personnel to exercise great
caution at a time when bold and imaginative measures might be
necessary to overcome enemy forces.192 Second, the court noted that tort
law is based in part on a desire to secure justice.193 To single out a few
for compensation on the basis that they have suffered from the
negligence of our military during combat, as opposed to the
overwhelming and pervasive violence which each side intentionally
inflicts on the other, is not logical.194 Finally, the court concludes that
188
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servicemen should not be punished for injuring members of the enemy
military or civilian population as a result of actions taken during
combat.195 Again, it is important to note that the Koohi case dealt with
the combat activities exception of the FTCA. However, the same
justifications that the Koohi court used to support the existence of the
FTCA’s combat activities exclusion also support the existence of the
combat exclusion of the FCA.
While it is unlikely that a claim will satisfy all four prongs of the
combat exclusion analysis and then fail the interest of the United
States/public policy test, it is possible. Circumstances may exist where a
FCC determines that a claim should not be excluded as combat, yet
payment of a claim is counter to the principles discussed by the court in
Koohi.196 In this situation, denial of the claim may be warranted because
it is not in the best interests of the United States or counter to public
policy.

F. Review of the Framework of Analysis
The framework of analysis described above is not meant to be a
formulaic approach to adjudication of foreign claims. Instead, this
framework is designed to provide judge advocates with a method to
examine the combat elements of a claim that is based on case law and
applicable claims regulations. Ultimately, implementation of such a
framework should increase consistency with regards to how the combat
exclusion is applied and allow judge advocates to better articulate the
reasons for why the combat exclusion does or does not apply to a certain
claim. Differences in interpretation will continue to exist so long as the
statutory and regulatory definitions of combat remain imprecise, but
these differences can be minimized.
We know from the court’s decision in Koohi that there are legitimate
reasons for employing a combat exclusion and that, without such an
exclusion, we simply could not afford to operate a foreign claims
program during any sort of high intensity conflict.197 In war, innocent
people will suffer and private property is frequently damaged and
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destroyed.198 This is an unavoidable consequence of combat operations.
Our foreign claims program will always be a compromise between the
desire to create good will and the need to limit U.S. financial obligations.
Foreign Claims Commissions must ensure that the program is operated in
a manner that is consistent with established legal principles and that
when a claim is denied it is not done so in an arbitrary and capricious
manner that undermines the purpose of the FCA.199 No claimant will
ever be pleased to hear that his claim has been denied, but real problems
occur when the claimant feels that he has been treated unfairly.200 This
perception of unfairness and arbitrary application is also what attracts
negative public attention to our FCA as evidenced by the New York
Times articles mentioned above.201 These articles do not criticize the
existence of the combat exclusion; rather they criticize the manner in
which it is applied.202 If judge advocates would simply consistently
analyze and apply the combat exclusion, the negative public attention
and the perceptions of arbitrariness and injustice would be significantly
reduced. The legal framework proposed here is not the perfect solution
that will solve all the problems associated with the combat exclusion of
the FCA, but it will increase effectiveness and provide guidance to judge
advocates where traditionally little guidance has existed.

VIII. Conclusion
Despite the creation of CERP, the foreign claims system remains an
important fiscal tool for commanders in today’s operational environment.
Over half a century after its creation, the FCA continues to fulfill the
purposes for which it was created. However, the effectiveness of the
FCA in any operational environment is dependent on the FCCs that
employ it. Arbitrary and inconsistent application of the combat
exclusion can undermine the purpose of the FCA and actually create
dissension and negative perceptions of U.S. forces. In counterinsurgency
operations like Iraq and Afghanistan, any act that unnecessarily damages
the credibility and image of U.S. forces can have far reaching negative
effects. This is why it is so critical for FCCs to employ some sort of
framework to analyze claims involving combat. By focusing the combat
198
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exclusion analysis on the presence of physical violence, the context of
physical violence, proximate cause, and lawfulness, FCCs will employ a
common approach and reduce instances of inaccurate or improper
application of the FCA. Most judge advocates will still experience times
when they feel that the exclusion is unfair or unnecessarily strict, but the
combat exclusion does place a necessary limitation on the claims paid
under the FCA. It is the job of judge advocates to make sure that the
combat exclusion is applied fairly and consistently so that the statutory
purpose of the FCA is upheld and the effectiveness of the program is
maximized by only applying the combat exclusion when appropriate.
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Appendix
Prong 1: Is there evidence
of physical violence or the
threat of physical violence?

No

Combat Exclusion does
not apply. End analysis.

No

Combat Exclusion does
not apply. End analysis.

No

Combat Exclusion does
not apply. End analysis.

Yes

Combat Exclusion may
not apply, additional
investigation is
required.

Yes

Prong 2: Did the physical
violence or threat of
physical violence relate to
U.S. forces resisting,
attacking, or preparing for
immediate combat with a
real or perceived enemy?
Yes

Prong 3: Was the physical
violence or threat of
physical violence the
proximate cause of the loss,
damage or injury?
Yes

Prong 4: Is there evidence
that the physical violence or
threat of physical violence
was criminal (contrary to
applicable law or
established operating
procedure)?
No

Claim excluded as combat.

Fig. Combat Exclusion Framework for FCCs
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